Research area: culture studies. 
Its main characteristic is that Markarian's and related to him philosophers-cultural studies scholars and anthropologists's tradition is a variable and live category that forms not only in the past, in history, but in front of our eyes. The A number of theoretical studies on general issues of modernization appeared. They laid the foundation of a comprehensive and profound criticism of this theory, and above all, the thesis of the traditional society statics. A transition from the static perception of tradition to its dynamic consideration takes place. In particular, the concept of "transitional society" appeared (Riggs, 1964) .
However, many authors, essentially recognizing the legitimacy of the new views on the problem of tradition, preferred to retain old meaning of the term "tradition", as something inert and conservative, or even completely decline this term, and used other terms to describe the "transitional" states of society.
For example, American ethnologist Anya Royce offers the concept of "historical style", which is "based on common cultural parameters and values" (Royce, 1982: 137) (Eisenstadt, 1973: 124) . Eisenstadt focuses on the relations of tradition and charisma in society, analyzing the "charismatic appeal" and the nature of the social situation, when people become particularly sensitive to such an appeal. Like all the Western scholars who wrote about the issue of tradition, Eisenstadt is also interested in the dichotomy of "tradition-modernization".
But addressing the problems of modernization Eisenstadt notes that it would be incorrect to contrast traditional and modernized societies (Eisenstadt, 1992: 139) . This is because, in this case, we would have to split tradition into separate components and proclaim that one of them (conservative) Redfield, 1956 ).
Eisenstadt considers the first as a synonym to the desire to expansion, and the second as the desire for institutionalization. Latent or evident confrontation of these two traditions contributes to the development of society, provoking more and more changes. Little tradition serves as a "determinant of the limits of innovation and the main criterion for their legitimacy" (Eisenstadt, 1992 : 51-52).
It seemed that Eisenstadt's ideas partially affected foreign sociology. Popular modern sociologist Peter Sztompka, for example, wrote:
"Any tradition, regardless of its content, can restrain creativity and innovations" (Sztompka, 1996: 96) . In practice, Eisenstadt, unfortunately, • is considered as fundamentally flexible:
"I understand traditiology as a science of the class of traditional phenomena, laws and mechanisms of their dynamic transformations" (Markarian, 2014: 477) ,
• is defined as "any collective (group) stereotype of activity, based on learning activity" (Markarian, 2014: 479) ,
• is understood as a mechanism of culture.
Culture "is a specific way of people's social In wide discussion of this article the aforementioned theses of traditiology were seriously challenged by no one. There were debates about the terms: whether the term "tradition"
should be understood in the broad sense or it would be more reasonable to continue referring the word "tradition", in the old-fashioned manner, only to customs and rites (however, the phenomenon described by Markarian was not disputed). But as soon as the wider meaning of the word "tradition" was accepted, it immediately turned almost into a synonym of the word "culture". Thus, K.V.
Chistov developing a theoretical approach by
Markarian, wrote: "The term "culture" refers to the phenomenon itself, and "tradition" to the mechanism of its functioning. Put simply, tradition is a network (system) of links of the present with the past, and using the network a certain selection and experience stereotyping are made" (Chistov, 1981: 106 ). noticeably erased" (Sokolov, 1981: 43) . It was concluded that "it is important not to oppose the innovation of tradition in general, but consider it as one of the parts of the mechanism of tradition functioning that is dialectically opposed to the part stabilizing it..." (Vlasova 1981: 112) .
Thus, tradition is something that is in constant motion and change; and the source of this motion is in itself. It "serves as the core of the process of social self-organization ... The dynamics of cultural tradition is a constant process of overcoming some kinds of socially organized stereotypes and formation of the new ones" (Markarian, 1981: 80-81) . In this case it is important to emphasize that the focus is made on the conception of social self-organization, and tradition is understood as its basis. In 1992, E.S. Markarian wrote: "The study of tradition should primarily occur in accordance with the fundamental principles of self-organization" (Markarian, 1992: 157) . And what we see as an innovation will either not be established in the culture, wither away and be forgotten, or will be accustomed and over time will not look as an innovation, and hence become a tradition" (Arutiunov, 1989: 160) . itself is a mechanism for the development of culture and society. Thus, E.S. Markarian, reflecting on the issue of dichotomy "traditionvariation", believes that researchers face a lot of theoretical difficulties because they confuse "the concept of "novation" (novelty) and "innovation" (introduction). In the scientific tradition of the English-speaking countries, the term "novation" is not specified at all.
Meanwhile, it may be said, that the distinction between these concepts is of key importance in understanding the dynamics of tradition.
The fact is that the mechanism of this dynamic supposes a clear differentiation of the two states of experience -first is novelty and second is an adopted (by individuals or groups), stereotyped experience. Innovation refers to the second state that expresses the initial stage of the tradition formation. Thereby, it belongs to the social class of the traditional (but not actually novelty) phenomena" (Markarian, 1989, 35) .
Thus, Soviet and Russian traditiology
includes a representation of the world as of constantly developing and dynamic world by its very nature. It is possible to say that tradition itself is a mechanism for society changing.
The emphasis is made on the creative (using Eduard Sarkisovich Markarian's statements concerning the connection of tradition with human activity has already been given above.
We will complement them with his own words, "... Cultural traditions form the core of the whole system of stereotypes of human activity... By the reproduction or modification of this experience, traditions reproduce and modify the social life of people itself" [Markarian, 2014, 486] . This approach is important for ethnology, since what defines the distinctness of ethnic culture refers specifically to the stereotypes of action, if we understand the latter widely (and in traditiology they are understood in this manner), including their psychological background, among other things, and unconscious too.
Ethnic cultures, according to Markarian, represent historically developed ways of activity, due to which adaptation of various peoples to the conditions of surrounding them natural and social environment provided and is still providing (Markarian, 1978: 8-9 ). This, primarily, is the function of culture as a specific means of human adaptation (Markarian, 1998: 84) . But what prevents affirming that human environment is filled with "instruments and tools" of human behavior for adaptation, and activity including "sets" by orientations too and that also existing at psychological or ideal form? And this is a necessary premise to develop ethnology, ethnological psychology and psychological culturology on the basis of traditiology.
